
Facial feature detection using neural networksAxel Christian Varchmin, Robert Rae and Helge RitterNeuroinformatics Group, Faculty of Technology,University of Bielefeld, P.O. Box 100 131,D-33501 Bielefeldfiavarchm,robraeg@techfak.uni-bielefeld.deAbstract. Many human{machine interfaces based on face gestures arestrongly user-dependent. We want to overcome this limitation by usingcommon facial features like eyes, nose and mouth for gaze recognition.In a �rst step an adaptive color histogram segmentation method roughlydetermines the region of interest including the user's face. Within this re-gion we then use a hierarchical recognition approach to detect the facialfeatures. Our system is based on a what{where neural network archi-tecture and allows a fast and robust recognition rate. In the future weintend to use the conspicuous features for estimation of gaze directions.1 IntroductionEvaluation of head and eye actions can signi�cantly contribute to the realiza-tion of more powerful and easier to use man{machine interfaces. Imagine theadvantages if you can watch an object from another perspective only by chang-ing your viewing position in front of the monitor. However, existing eye trackinghardware is unpleasant to wear and very expensive because it is designed forhighly precise results [1]. We are more interested in estimating the approximategaze direction of the user for controlling basic graphical actions like zooming,rotating or transforming an object.We aim at developing a computer vision system which determines the gazedirection depending on the head and eye orientation. Previous work on thissubject [2] has shown that this is still a challenging task because of changinglighting conditions, di�erent users and limited computing resources. Authorsworking on the same subject report these problems, too (e. g. [1, 3, 4, 5]). Whileour earlier system was strongly user-dependent we now want to overcome thislimitation by using common facial features like eyes, nose and mouth. In thefuture we want to use this information in addition to the actual eye direction forgaze recognition.2 System ArchitectureThe system consists of a SGI workstation (High Impact) and a frame grabber(Indigo2 Video). The camera (SONY EVI-D31) is installed below the screen



pointing to the users face (see �g. 1). The advantage of this setup is a goodvisibility of the eyes and the nose.We use multiple stages for the recognition task. The �rst step identi�es thelocation of the users face (Sec. 2.1). Within the face region we then seek forconspicuous facial features such as nose, mouth and eyes (Sec. 2.2). A last stepwill use these features to compute head orientation and to estimate gaze directionby a detailed analysis of the eye region but is not implemented yet.2.1 The Face-trackerThe face is located and tracked by combining a color segmented image withmovement information. The active SONY camera allows us to compensate largerhead movements by a built-in tracking algorithm.
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detectorFig. 1. L: Hardware setup; R: Face-tracking systemTo locate the face region we �rst intensify all skin-colored pixels. The requiredcolor-classi�cation is carried out by storing the color values that correspond todi�erent faces in a general color-map (for details see [3]). During a session thisgeneral color-map is automatically adapted to the actual color region near theestimated nose position. This results in a color-map with increased values forcolors arising with high frequency in the actual face under the actual lighting.
Fig. 2. Original and intensi�ed imageFig. 2 shows an example of the image intensi�cation by the adapted color-map. Bright pixels correspond to high values in the color map and representskin-colored regions. In general there is some noise in the image or there areobjects in the background having face color, too. Therefore, we use movementinformation obtained by di�erence images to verify the face position estimatedby the intensi�er.



2.2 Facial Feature DetectionSince human head postures can di�er extremely, we want to use features thatcan be reliably identi�ed over a wide range of viewing angles. Suitable facialfeatures thus are nose, mouth and eyes.In many systems a heuristical method is used to detect these interestingpoints (e. g. the twinkle approach [5] for the eyes). Sometimes the results ofthese methods do not make sense. Therefore, we use several neural nets of theLocal Linear Map type to �nd the correct position of the eyes and nose andfurther \what"-nets to verify the positions found by the �rst \where"-nets.Image Feature Extraction. The image feature extraction should deliver alow dimensional and \easy to classify" vector, which means robustness againsta�ne transformations, changes in illumination and noise. In earlier systems weapplied a set of Gabor �lters locally to the image [6].The feature extraction method used in this work is motivated by the wellknown Eigenface approach [7, 8]. Instead of using Gabor �lters we apply a setof �lter kernels constructed by eigenvectors from typical facial features.Fig. 3. The �rst ten \eigeneyes" (\Fine set")To detect the eyes, we calculate the �rst ten \eigeneye" vectors from variousimages with eyes at di�erent locations (�g. 3). For more robustness we use twosets of \eigeneyes" where the eye position varies in a smaller (�ne set) and biggerregion (rough set). We choose a similar feature extraction approach for the nosedetection using a 2 � 2 grid with seven \eigennoses" (obtained from variouslinearly scaled face regions1) at each grid point. This results in a 28-dimensionalfeature vector.So part of the feature classi�cation task is already done by the feature ex-traction. We assume that the properties of the feature vectors lead to a highspeci�ty and easier classi�cation.The Local Linear Map. For classi�cation we use the Local Linear Map-network which is suitable for nonlinear function approximation. The nonlinearfunction is approximated by a set of locally valid linear mappings, for furtherdetails see e. g. [9]. In this work for a given input vector only the best match or\winner" node contributes to the output vector.For the L-dimensional input vector x the output vector y of the net is givenby: yk = w(out)k + Ak �x �w(in)k � ; (1)1 All pixel values transformed to an interval [0::255]
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unitsFig. 4. Architecture of the LLM-networkwhere k is the winner node (k 2 f1 : : :Ng; N = number of nodes). w(in)k andw(out)k are the input and output weight vectors of node k, respectively. Ak is aM � L-(Jacobian-)matrix (M is the dimensionality of the output space) whichbelongs to the node k. The best match node k is determined by:k = minj (kx �w(in)j k); j = 1; : : : ; N : (2)The LLM-net is trained in a supervised learning scheme (with � = 1; 2; : : : ; Texamples) using the following adaption equations:�w(in)k = �1 �x(�) �w(in)k ��w(out)k = �2 �y(�) � y(net)�+ Ak ��w(in)k�Ak = �3 �d2k��1 �y(�) � y(net)� �x(�) �w(in)k �T ; (3)where �1, �2 and �3 2 [0; 1] are adaption step-sizes.The Facial Feature Finder. It turned out that the easiest feature to �nd isthe nose. Heuristically we found that the nose holes are much brighter in thered-channel than all other pixels of the face. By combining this information withthe knowledge that the nose is nearly in the center of the cluster, we achieve aprobability > 90% to correctly determine the nose hole positions.In case of a mismatch we determine the nose position by using an iterativecorrection scheme based on three neural networks. These networks are trainedto estimate the position of the nose on di�erent sized image regions. Startingfrom the center of the face, the �rst network estimates a rough correction usingthe 28-dimensional feature vector described above. This new point is used bythe second network which further improves the position. The third net �nallydetermines the nose position.This position is veri�ed by a special trained \nose recognition" neural net.The input features to this net are scalar products of the estimated nose regionwith 12 \eigennoses". Additionally we look for typical intensity characteristicsof a nose. If both modules accept the position as a nose point further featuresare searched for, otherwise the image is rejected.Using the nose position as a \landmark" greatly simpli�es the detection of theremaining facial features \mouth" and \eyes" since we now can focus processingon a rather small subregion of the entire image.The next features - mouth corners - are searched in a subsampled region ofinterest (16 � 7) below the nose. Simple \end stop" �lter kernels are convolved



with this region obtained from the green channel (see �g. 5). The two highestvalues in the result image are taken as the mouth endpoints.Fig. 5. L: End stop cells (�lter kernels 6� 4); R: Typical mouth regionThe eye positions estimated from the mouth and nose points are re�nedby three further neural networks. These networks use a feature vector from 20\eigeneyes" (see �g. 3) for an improvement from the initial estimation to theexact eye center.The knowledge of the feature positions �nally can be used for a validation ofthe \face cluster" and a �rst estimate for the head orientation.3 Results and DiscussionBy combining the eigenfeature approach with the described architecture of asubstantial number of specialized recognition networks whose results are veri�edby an additional stage, we achieve a rather high robustness and recognitionaccuracy at the level of the entire system. Fig. 6 demonstrates the importante�ect of the correction stage for the estimation of the nose position (left) and ofthe eye position (right). As can be seen, the �nal target points are very accuratelylocated on the respective facial features, although images of the depicted usershad not been included in the training data sets used for the various networks inthe system.Fig. 6. Improvement by LLM-networks: Nose position (L); Eye position (R)We have implemented the above processing stages in a system that runs ata rate of about 1 frame per second. Figs. 7a-c show the tracking of eye, noseand mouth features during a head movement sequence in front of a backgroundcontaining high contrasts. Although we cannot yet present a quantitative sta-tistical evaluation of the tracking accuracy, our experience so far indicates thatthe described system can track eye, mouth and nose features quite reliably andgeneralizes well to previously unseen users.The implemented facial feature tracking system currently contains sevenrecognition networks. Although this may seem a fairly high number, evalua-tion of each network mapping is computationally rather undemanding (most



processing time goes into the frame grabbing and preprocessing). Even train-ing can be done with rather moderate computational resources since the LLMnetworks can be trained signi�cantly faster than, e.g., multilayer perceptrons.The rather accurate tracking of facial features now provides robust and reli-able low-dimensional features for estimating head orientation, e.g., by exploitingsome geometric transformation [4] or by augmenting the system by a furtheridenti�cation network that is trained to learn the required transformation.As a �nal, not yet implemented step, we will use the same techniques toanalyze a small subregion around the estimated eye positions with a furtherrecognition network to estimate the orientation of the eyes and thereby to achievethe �nal goal of obtaining an estimate of absolute gaze direction.
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